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Purpose of Transfer
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In Words

International Transfer 






National ID Passport 
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Account No.

Country & City of Destination

Mobile No. (with country code)
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conditions overleaf
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ACtype Currency ClientBranch
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The sender and /or recipient must �ll out the form allocated clearly and precisely, 
and he/she is responsible for all the �lled content and /or information in the form.
The sender must make sure that the data in the transfer request form is valid and 
correct. 
Payment of the transfer process is to be paid according to the currency of the 
receiving country or according to the central bank’s policy in that country. 
TadhamonPay system does not guarantee the delivery of remittances to anyone 
not known by the sender. TadhamonPay or its agent will not be responsible for 
any indirect damages, special, incidental or consequential damages.
If the of principle amount is not collected by the recipient within 30 days , 
"Tadhamon Pay" will refund the principle amount after the written or automatic 
request of the sender without refunding charged fees    otherwise  the amount 
will be on hold in TadhamonPay’s system.
The Sender or recipient has to notify/inform  " Tadhamon Pay " if the  principle 
amount has not been collected within a period that doesn't exceed 30 days from 
the date of sending the money , otherwise " TadhamonPay " will not take any 
reasonability after the given notice period.
The sender is the only party that is allowed to demand an amendment or refund 
of the sent transfer on the condition of providing all the required documents.
Tadhamon Pay will refund the principle amount of a money transfer upon the 
written request of the sender or automatically without refunding charged 
transfer fees. 
TadhamonPay has the right to change these terms and conditions at any time 
without prior noti�cations.
Delays may occur in the payment of some of the remittances due to legal 
procedures applicable in the Republic of Yemen and the anti-money laundering 
laws or any other laws in force issued by the regulators or the Central Bank of 
Yemen or any other obligated/applicable international laws that are in force in 
the country.
TadhamonPay and its agents may decline to accept process or pay any money 
transfer if determined that they violate either the TadhamonPay policy or any 
applicable laws in the republic of Yemen.
TadhamonPay and its agents are not responsible (in any way) for any �nancial 
compensation against the damage or delay or non-receipt of the transfer for 
reasons beyond the control of the TadhamonPay. 
All transfers provided by TadhamonPay are subject to con�dentiality, safety of 
disclosure. Tadhamon Pay may provide such information to judicial institutions, 
regulators or security of the Republic of Yemen and that may be required in the 
public interest and in accordance with the laws that bound.
The bank / bank agent will not be responsible for any potential loss that may 
reach the client, if the bank is withheld and/or delayed from providing the 
requested service to the client, for any force majeure circumstances that might 
occur as de�ned/stated in the Yemeni law.
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Remittances are ready for collection by the recipient within minutes, taking into 
consideration working hours of the agent's' P.O.S.  and the branches of " 
TadhamonPay " 
TadhamonPay transactions can be sent and received from all branches of 
Tadhamon International Islamic Bank or from Tadhamon Pay agents inside the 
republic of Yemen. 
The hot-line number (774440042) facilitates identifying the agents of 
“TadhamonPay" places and all support to TP clients.
For more information Please contact customer’s service: Tadhamon International 
Islamic Bank – TadhamonPay Section Tel: 666  666  1  967+ Ext. 315/349, or 
contact hotline No. 967774440042+
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF TRANSFERRING MONEY VIA TADHAMONPAY

MONEY TRANSFER VIA TADHAMONPAY
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